




Reduced Field-of-View DWI with Robust Fat
Suppression and Unrestricted Slice Coverage
Using Tilted 2D RF Excitation
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and Emine Ulku Saritas3,4*
Purpose: Reduced field-of-view (rFOV) diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) using 2D echo-planar radiofrequency (2DRF)
excitation has been widely and successfully applied in clinical
settings. The purpose of this work is to further improve its clin-
ical utility by overcoming slice coverage limitations without any
scan time penalty while providing robust fat suppression.
Theory and Methods: During multislice imaging with 2DRF
pulses, periodic sidelobes in the slice direction cause partial
saturation, limiting the slice coverage. In this work, a tilting of
the excitation plane is proposed to push the sidelobes out of
the imaging section while preserving robust fat suppression.
The 2DRF pulse is designed using Shinnar-Le Roux algorithm
on a rotated excitation k-space. The performance of the meth-
od is validated via simulations, phantom experiments, and
high in-plane resolution in vivo DWI of the spinal cord.
Results: Results show that rFOV DWI using the tilted 2DRF
pulse provides increased signal-to-noise ratio, extended cover-
age, and robust fat suppression, without any scan time penalty.
Conclusion: Using a tilted 2DRF excitation, a high-resolution
rFOV DWI method with robust fat suppression and unrestrict-
ed slice coverage is presented. This method will be beneficial
in clinical applications needing large slice coverage, for exam-
ple, axial imaging of the spine, prostate, or breast. Magn
Reson Med 76:1668–1676, 2016. VC 2016 International
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
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INTRODUCTION
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) provides valuable
insight into the microstructural organization of tissues
and their state of development, disruption, or degenera-
tion (1). Diffusion-weighted imaging is being increasingly
included in routine clinical MRI exams (2) because it
does not need administration of contrast agents, and
because of the relative ease of protocol compared to
some other advanced techniques, such as spectroscopic
imaging. Over the last few years, two complementary
trends have emerged in DWI: whole body DWI—the pur-
pose of which is akin to a screening exam—and reduced
field-of-view (rFOV) DWI for targeted imaging. This work
focuses on further development of the latter.
The single-shot echo-planar imaging (ssEPI) sequence
still remains the workhorse for DWI because of its speed,
despite its sensitivity to off-resonance effects. Multishot
techniques such as interleaved EPI (3–5) and readout-
segmented EPI (6–9) have been used to reduce off-
resonance effects by shortening the echo train, but these
methods also have challenges arising from motion-
induced errors that vary from shot to shot in DWI. An
alternative solution is rFOV imaging, which enables zoom-
ing into a region of interest while avoiding aliasing arti-
facts. Obviating the need to encode a large extent in the
phase-encode direction shortens the echo train and
reduces off-resonance–induced artifacts in ssEPI, resulting
in significantly improved image quality. Reduced FOV
DWI has been demonstrated using multiple approaches,
such as zoonal oblique multislice (ZOOM) EPI (10), outer
volume suppression (11) together with partially parallel
imaging (12), or two-dimensional (2D) spatially selective
excitation (13,14). The 2D excitation achieves rFOV by
exciting a small phase FOV extent, providing selectivity
along both the phase-encode and slice directions.
Previously, we demonstrated rFOV DWI with 2D echo-
planar radiofrequency (2DRF) excitation, for which the
blipped axis of the echo-planar excitation k-space trajec-
tory was along the slice direction (13). Such a design
helps achieve a sharp phase FOV profile that does not
require oversampling. Additionally, it provides an inher-
ent fat-suppression capability. This rFOV DWI technique
has been successfully applied to several anatomical sites,
such as the spine, breast, and prostate (15–21).
One limitation of the rFOV approach using 2DRF
pulses is that excitation sidelobes appear along the
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blipped axis of the echo planar trajectory, which can
interfere with the imaging section. When the blipped
axis is along the slice direction (13), excitation sidelobes
can overlap with the imaging section to cause signal loss
due to partial saturation, putting a limitation on slice
coverage. With a hybrid flyback trajectory, a maximum
of eight slices could be imaged when the RF pulse dura-
tion is limited to 16 ms. With a blipped trajectory, 16 sli-
ces could be imaged for similar RF pulse durations (22).
For a generous slice thickness of 5 mm, 16 slices would
provide an 8-cm coverage along the slice direction. How-
ever, much larger slice coverage is needed in applica-
tions such as axial DWI of the thoracic spine.
An alternative approach for 2DRF pulse design was pre-
sented with the blipped axis along the phase-encode direc-
tion (14). Although this removed the above-mentioned slice
coverage problem, the sharpness of the rFOV profiles was
reduced, and the RF pulse had to be quite long (24 ms) to
position the sidelobes outside the object in the phase-
encode direction. In a follow-up work, a novel way of posi-
tioning the sidelobes was proposed: by tilting the 2D excita-
tion plane, the sidelobes were tilted away from the phase-
encode direction (23). It should be noted that neither the
aforementioned (14) nor the tilted design (23) had inherent
fat-suppression capability. Because ssEPI images experience
significant shift between fat and water, external fat-
suppression schemes were thus required in both cases.
In this work, we propose an analogous tilting approach
for the 2DRF pulse design that we presented in (13): the
restriction on slice coverage is eliminated while preserving
robust fat-suppression properties. We show with extensive
simulations, phantom imaging experiments, and high in-
plane resolution in vivo axial DWI of the spinal cord that
the proposed scheme achieves sharp rFOV profiles with-
out any slice coverage limitations or scan time penalty.
THEORY
2D Echo-Planar RF Pulse Design
2DRF pulses provide independent control of slab selec-
tion and slice selection (SS) during rFOV imaging
(13,24). Here, the slab direction corresponds to the
phase-encoding (PE) (or the rFOV) direction during ssEPI
readout. In our design approach, the fast direction is the
PE axis, and the slow (i.e., blipped) direction is the SS
axis (see Fig. 1a). The 2DRF pulse is given by
B1 tð Þ ¼ C að Þ ASS kSS tð Þð Þ APE kPE tð Þð Þ kG tð Þk [1]
where C(a) sets the flip angle to a, and ASS(k) and APE(k)
are the 1D RF pulses designed independently for the SS
and PE directions, respectively. The gradient amplitude
jjG(t)jj is utilized to scale the RF power during both the
ramps and plateaus of the gradient waveform. Here,
kSS(t) and kPE(t) are the SS and PE components of the
echo-planar excitation k-space trajectory, that is,
k tð Þ ¼ kSS tð Þ þ i kPE tð Þ [2]
With this type of a design, the separation between the





where Nblip is the number of blips in the gradient wave-
form, TBWss is the time-bandwidth product (TBW) in
the slice direction, and Dz is the slice thickness. The
upper limit on the number of slices that can be imaged
in a single acquisition without inducing any signal loss
is determined by the number of slices that can fit









To accommodate more slices, one needs to either
increase Nblip or reduce TBWss, which would result in a
longer RF pulse or reduced sharpness of the slice profile,
respectively.
During the echo planar excitation, fat experiences a
shift relative to water due to its chemical shift. This
FIG. 1. The RF and gradient waveforms for an example 2D echo-planar RF pulse (a) before and (b) after tilting. (c) The excitation k-space
trajectory of the tilted 2DRF pulse is rotated by an angle u with respect to the original trajectory. 2D, two dimensional; RF, radiofrequency.
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where fcs is the chemical shift of fat and Tfast is the dura-
tion of one gradient sublobe in the fast direction. In the
original design that we presented in (13), Ddcs was large
enough to ensure no overlap between fat and water exci-
tation profiles, allowing a 180

refocusing pulse to
choose the water profile and suppress the fat signal.
Tilted 2D Echo-Planar RF Pulse Design
The slice coverage limitation can be removed if the side-
lobes are positioned at an angle, outside the imaging sec-
tion. For this, a u-degree rotation can be applied to the
gradient waveforms, which effectively rotates (or tilts)
the echo-planar trajectory, that is,
krot tð Þ ¼ w1 kSS tð Þ þ i w2 kPE tð Þð Þ eiu [6]
Here, w1 and w2 are scaling constants to ensure sufficient
overlap between the original and rotated excitation k-
space trajectories. For the sidelobes to lie completely
outside the slice stacks, they need to be pushed up/
down in the PE direction by a distance equal to or great-
er than the slab thickness, FOVPE. The minimum angle






The 1D RF pulses in SS and PE directions can then be
designed on the rotated excitation trajectory using
Shinnar-Le Roux transform, with TBWs scaled to pre-
serve the dimensions of the excitation FOV. The tilted
2DRF pulse can be expressed as:
B1;rot tð Þ ¼ C að Þ ASS kSS;rot tð Þ
 
APE kPE;rot tð Þ
 
kGrot tð Þk [8]
where kSS;rot tð Þ ¼ Re krot tð Þf g and kPE;rot tð Þ ¼ Im krot tð Þf g.
An example tilted 2DRF pulse is shown in Figure 1 for
u¼ 30, w1¼1, and w2¼ 1.5; and the resulting 2D excita-
tion profiles before and after tilting are given in Figure 2.
The periodic sidelobes originally positioned along the
slice axis (Fig. 2a) appear along the tilted axis after rota-
tion (Fig. 2b), avoiding any potential overlap with the
stack of prescribed slices. The 1D slab profile (Fig. 2c) is
sharper with the tilted RF pulse because the scaled
TBWs were higher than those before tilting. In this exam-
ple, FOVPE¼ 4 cm, Dz¼ 5 mm, and Nmax;slices¼16 before
tilting.
It can be shown that, after the tilting process, the sepa-
ration between water and fat profiles along the tilted
axis remains the same as in Eq. [5] for w1¼ 1. The fat–
water separation along the actual slice direction can then
be calculated as:
Ddcs;rot ¼ Ddcscos u ¼
Nblip fcs Tfast
TBWSS
Dz cos u [9]
The validity of this equation is verified with the simula-
tions in Figure 2b. As shown in that figure, this slightly
reduced fat–water separation still allows for fat suppres-
sion using a 180 refocusing pulse (simulated for
fcs¼440 Hz at 3T).
METHODS
2DRF Pulses and Simulations
The 2DRF pulse design and Bloch simulations were
implemented in MatLab (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA).
First, the original 2DRF pulse of 16.1 ms was designed
for FOVPE¼ 5 cm, Dz¼4.5 mm, TBWPE¼ 8, TBWss¼ 3.1,
and Nmax,slices¼ 16. Next, the tilted 2DRF pulse was
designed starting from a similar but slightly longer RF
pulse of 19.6 ms duration and Nmax,slices¼ 18, and a
FIG. 2. Simulated 2D excitation profiles for water and fat, for an example 2DRF pulse before and after tilting. For both cases, the 2D
profiles are periodic along the blipped direction of the excitation k-space trajectory. (a) Because the original 2DRF profile is periodic
along the slice direction, the sidelobes cause partial saturation of various slice locations at periodic intervals. (b) The tilted 2DRF profile
is periodic along the tilted axis (rotated by u with respect to the slice axis). The sidelobes are now pushed outside the potential slice
locations, avoiding any potential overlap with the stack of prescribed slices, thus removing restriction in slice coverage. In both designs,
the fat profile is shifted with respect to the water profile. Hence, a subsequent 180

refocusing RF pulse (dashed red lines) selects the
mainlobe of the water profile to suppress the signal from fat. (c) The tilted 2DRF design maintains a sharp profile along the slab direc-
tion (i.e., the profile along the PE direction during reduced field-of-view imaging). 2D, two-dimensional; 2DRF, two-dimensional radiofre-
quency; PE, phase encoding; RF, radiofrequency; SS, slice selection.
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rotation of u¼ 38 was applied. The resulting tilted 2DRF
pulse also had 19.6 ms duration. The 2D excitation pro-
files for water and fat were simulated before and after
tilting, and then they were examined for profile sharp-
ness, distance between periodic lobes, and water–fat sep-
aration (simulated for fcs¼ 440 Hz at 3T).
Next, we performed Bloch simulations (repetition time
[TR]¼ 4,400 ms with an interleaved slice acquisition
scheme to match the in vivo MRI experiments) to test
the performance and robustness of the tilted 2DRF versus
the original 2DRF pulse. Accordingly, the effect of the
number of prescribed slices on the signal level was simu-
lated. During Bloch simulations, both the excitation and
refocusing RF pulses and accompanying gradients were
taken into account, and a typical white matter T1 of
1,100 ms at 3T was assumed. T2 relaxation effects were
ignored. The refocusing RF pulse was a standard three-
lobe sinc-shaped pulse with 3.2 ms duration and
BWrf180¼ 905 Hz bandwidth, exported from the ssEPI
DWI sequence used in the MRI experiments.
Both excitation designs were then tested against off-
resonance sensitivity for frequency offsets between 6128
Hz, corresponding to 61 ppm off-resonance at 3T. The
overall signal loss due to off-resonance was computed by
integrating the signal across the slice direction, normal-
ized by the signal level on resonance. These simulations
were performed both with and without the refocusing RF
pulse included, but ignored T1/T2 relaxation effects.
MRI Experiments
MRI experiments were conducted on a GE 3T scanner
(MR750, Waukesha, WI) with a head, neck, and spine
array coil unit. The ssEPI DWI sequence was pro-
grammed such that the conventional 1D excitation pulse
could be replaced interchangeably by the two flavors of
the 2DRF pulse discussed above.
First, the fat-suppression capability of the tilted 2DRF
pulse was experimentally verified by imaging an oil-
water phantom. Next, two back-to-back acquisitions were
acquired with each excitation technique in a Sphere
Phantom (GE, Waukesha, WI) doped with CuSO4 at
room temperature for the purposes of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) measurements (TR/echo time (TE)¼4,400/75
ms, readout bandwidth (RBW)¼6167 kHz, number of
excitations (NEX)¼ 4, acquisition matrix¼ 128  64,
62.5% partial k-space coverage in PE direction, FOV¼10
 5 cm2, 28 slices, slice thickness/gap¼ 4.8/5 mm).
Although the original 2DRF pulse was designed for max-
imum slice coverage of 16 slices, we prescribed 28 slices
for both flavors of the excitation pulse to investigate
SNR loss from partial saturation. Signal-to-noise ratio
was calculated using the mean signal from the sum of
the two acquisitions and the standard deviation of noise
from the difference image (25).
For in vivo imaging experiments, four human subjects
were scanned in accordance with the institutional
review board protocol. In the first subject, high in-plane
resolution axial DWI images of the entire thoracic spine
were acquired with the tilted 2DRF pulse (36 slices). The
same parameters were then prescribed using the original
2DRF to investigate SNR loss from partial saturation. In
the next three subjects, axial DWI scans of the thoracic
spine or cervical spine were acquired. With the tilted
2DRF pulse, the number of slices prescribed was dictat-
ed by the anatomy (32–40 slices). With the original 2DRF
pulse, the number of slices was set to the design limit of
16 slices. All remaining scan parameters were kept iden-
tical for all in vivo scans (FOV¼10  5 cm2, 0.78 
0.78 mm2 in-plane resolution, slice thickness/gap¼4.8/
0 mm, TR/TE¼ 4,400/65 ms, RBW¼6167 kHz,
NEX¼ 12, 62.5% partial k-space coverage in PE direc-
tion, acquisition matrix¼ 128  64, b¼ 500 s/mm2, diffu-
sion in three orthogonal directions). The relatively low b
value of 500 s/mm2 was chosen to ensure sufficient SNR
despite the high in-plane resolution (26).
RESULTS
A 3D localizer image showing the oil-water phantom set-
up and the rFOV graphical prescription is shown in Fig-
ure 3a, and the corresponding T2-weighted rFOV ssEPI
image is shown in Figure 3b. Even though the prescribed
FOV includes both water and oil, the oil is completely
invisible in the rFOV image, demonstrating reliable fat-
suppression capability of the tilted 2DRF pulse.
Figure 4 shows simulation results for the effects of the
number of prescribed slices on signal level. The mean
signal levels across all slices are plotted, with the error
bars denoting the minimum and maximum signal levels.
Both the tilted and the original 2DRF pulses experience
a negligible 4% signal loss when the number of slices is
increased from one to four. For the original 2DRF pulse,
once the limit of Nmax,slices  16 is exceeded, the side-
lobe locations previously excited experience partial satu-
ration effects; as a result, the signal level goes down.
Because Nmax,slices is not exactly integer-valued, the sig-
nal loss is not the same at all slice locations (i.e., some
slices experience partial saturation due to partial overlap
of the sidelobes). The mean signal level monotonically
goes down as the number of prescribed slices increases,
FIG. 3. Experimental verification of the fat-suppression capability
of the tilted 2DRF pulse design. (a) A localizer image showing the
oil-water phantom setup (with one oil phantom placed in a small
tube inside the water phantom, and another oil phantom on the
right). The rFOV graphical prescription is shown with the green
box. (b) The corresponding T2-weighted rFOV ssEPI image. The
grayscale window of this image is adjusted to show that the oil
phantoms are completely invisible, demonstrating the reliable fat
suppression of the tilted 2DRF pulse. 2DRF, two-dimensional
radiofrequency; rFOV, reduced field-of-view ssEPI, single-shot
echo-planar imaging.
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with 74% signal level at Nslices¼ 50. Note that although
the mean signal shows this monotonic trend, the worst-
case scenario (i.e., the minimum signal level among the
slices) displays a more erratic behavior. Upon closer
inspection, there are local minima around integer multi-
ples of Nmax,slices because this causes the sidelobes to
overlap with higher probability with the imaged slice
locations. For example, the minimum signal level is at
95% for Nslices¼16 and falls down to 71% for
Nslices¼ 18; it then gradually rises to 84% for Nslices¼ 34
and falls down to 34% for Nslices¼ 36. In sharp contrast,
the tilted 2DRF pulse is immune to this problem because
it displays constant signal levels independent of the
number of prescribed slices.
In the SNR experiment in the sphere phantom, 28 sli-
ces were prescribed and the SNR of each slice for the
original versus the tilted 2DRF cases was measured
(images not shown). No significant difference in SNRs
was found between the two cases for the first group of
16 slices (paired t-test, with P>0.09). On the other
hand, SNR was significantly higher (paired t-test, with
P< 0.002) with the tilted 2DRF pulse for the remaining
group of 12 slices. This result is in agreement with the
simulation results in Figure 4.
Figures 5a and 5b show in vivo axial DWI images from
the top and bottom of the slice stack and sagittal refor-
mats in the thoracic spine. For this comparison, slice
coverage of 36 slices was matched between the tilted
and original 2DRF acquisitions, exceeding the 16-slice
design limit of the original 2DRF pulse. As seen in these
images, the inferior part of the spine has similar SNR
between the two cases. SNR is lower for both cases in
the superior part of the spine where the spinal cord
curves away from the receiver array. However, the SNR
deterioration is much more drastic for the image from
the original 2DRF case due to aforementioned partial sat-
uration effects, displaying the increased SNR advantage
of the tilted 2DRF excitation.
Figures 5c and 5d demonstrate the case when 16 slices
were acquired with the original 2DRF pulse (i.e., at its
design limit), whereas 38 slices were acquired for the
tilted 2DRF case. These results show that the tilted 2DRF
pulse provides extended coverage without compromising
image quality and without any increase in scan time.
Similar results were seen for the other two in vivo scans
(results not shown), for which the original 2DRF excita-
tion was used to acquire 16 slices, and the tilted 2DRF
excitation was used to acquire as many slices as required
by the anatomy (32–40 slices).
Shown in Figure 6 is the off-resonance robustness of
the tilted versus original 2DRF pulses, considering the
excitation response only. Figures 6a through b shows the
mainlobes of the 2D excitation profiles for Df¼ 0 Hz (i.e.,
on-resonance profile) and Df¼ 64 Hz for both versions of
the 2DRF pulse. Due to their long durations, the excita-
tion profiles of 2DRF pulses experience a spatial shift
along the blipped gradient direction. As a direct result of
this effect, the regular 2DRF profile shifts along the slice
direction, whereas the tilted 2DRF profile shifts along
the tilted axis (i.e., simultaneous shift along the slice
and slab directions). Figures 6c and 6d show the depen-
dence of these shifts on resonant offsets. The tilted 2DRF
pulse displays slightly reduced shift along the slice
direction when compared to the original 2DRF pulse
(e.g., 1.7 mm vs. 1.9 mm shift at Df¼ 64 Hz), while dis-
playing a small shift along the slab direction (e.g.,
1.3 mm at Df¼ 64 Hz). Note that the shift along the slab
direction can mostly be ignored when compared to the
50-mm size of the entire slab.
When compared to the 2DRF pulses, the 180

RF pulse
leads to a smaller spatial shift along the slice direction
for a given resonance offset, which can be expressed as
Dz  Df=BWrf 180. Due to the differences in the spatial
shifts of the 2DRF and 180

RF pulses, the excited slice
can only be refocused partially, as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 7a for Df¼ 64 Hz. When compared to the case of
Df¼ 0 Hz (given as a reference), the effective slice profile
at Df¼ 64 Hz is slightly off-centered and has a reduced
width. Next, the effective slice center is computed as the
location maxima of the effective slice profile and plotted
in Figure 7b as a function of resonance offset. The over-
all signal loss due to off-resonance is computed by inte-
grating over the effective slice profile, normalized by the
on-resonant signal level. The result is given in Figure 7c:
the signal levels for the tilted 2DRF and original 2DRF
cases are at 86% versus 83% at Df¼ 64 Hz. Note that the
spatial shifts of both the excitation profile (see Eq. [9])
and the refocusing profile are proportional to the slice
thickness. Hence, for a given 2DRF/180

RF pulse pair,
the percentage signal loss due to partial refocusing is
independent of the prescribed slice thickness. Therefore,
we deduce that the tilted 2DRF pulse performs slightly
FIG. 4. Simulations results for the effects of the number of pre-
scribed slices on signal level. The mean signal levels across all slices
are plotted, with the error bars denoting the minimum and maximum
signal levels. Once the maximum slice design limit is exceeded for
the original 2DRF (16 slices in this case), it experiences inconsistent
signal loss across slice locations. The tilted 2DRF design is immune
to such effects. These Bloch simulations were performed including
the refocusing RF pulse, with an interleaved slice acquisition scheme
for repetition time¼4,400 ms and T1¼1,100 ms. 2DRF, two-
dimensional radiofrequency; RF, radiofrequency.
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better than the original 2DRF pulse in terms of off-
resonance robustness.
DISCUSSION
This work demonstrated a tilted 2DRF excitation pulse,
which removed the restriction on slice coverage arising
from signal saturation considerations while maintaining
robust fat suppression in rFOV ssEPI DWI. Through sim-
ulations and experiments, it was shown that prescribing
more slices than the design limit of the original 2DRF
pulse can lead to considerable and inconsistent signal
loss across slices, which in turn might compromise
image quality. This problem can also potentially impact
quantification of DWI metrics grouped or averaged over
slices. Images acquired with the tilted 2DRF are immune
to such issues. The limitation in slice coverage in the
tilted 2DRF pulse case is determined only by consider-
ations such as coil coverage and the number of slice
excitations that can be accommodated within a TR.
Through simulations and experiments, it was also dem-
onstrated that the tilted 2DRF design provides inherent
and robust fat suppression, as in the original design. Fat-
suppression capability is an important consideration in
FIG. 5. In vivo results from high-resolution axial DWI of the thoracic spinal cord from two different subjects. (a-b) 36 slices were
acquired using the original 2DRF and tilted 2DRF, exceeding the 16-slice design limit of the original 2DRF pulse. SNR is lower for both
cases at the top of the stack where the spinal cord curves away from the receiver array. However, the SNR dropoff is much more dras-
tic in the image from the original 2DRF, displaying the SNR advantage of the tilted 2DRF pulse design. (c-d) 16 slices and 38 slices
were acquired using the original and the tilted 2DRF pulses, respectively. The tilted 2DRF pulse provides extended coverage without
compromising image quality and without any increase in scan time. Field-of-view¼10  5 cm2, 0.78  0.78 mm2 in-plane resolution,
slice thickness¼4.8 mm for all axial images. 2DRF, two-dimensional radiofrequency; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; SNR, signal-to-
noise ratio.
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DWI; chemical shift causes the fat image to be displaced
by a few cm along the phase FOV direction in ssEPI
images. For the rFOV imaging case, because the phase
FOV is only a few cm, the fat image experiences aliasing,
causing image quality failures. The tilted 2DRF pulse
prevents these problems by completely suppressing the
signal from fat.
Although the RF amplitude increases after the tilting
process, the resulting 10 mT peak B1 is lower than the
typical 15 mT hardware limit. The increase in B1 also
causes higher specific absorption rates (SAR). For the
case shown in Figure 1, tilting caused a 65% increase in
RF power deposition. Nonetheless, this tilted 2DRF
pulse still had 3% lower power deposition than a regular
90

excitation pulse (sinc-shaped pulse, 3 ms duration,
TBW¼4, 8 mT peak B1; compared via time integral of
|B1|
2). This result stems from the slowed-down nature
of the 2DRF pulses, where an effective 90

excitation
stretches over 15 to 20 ms durations. Hence, the pro-
posed DWI sequence is comfortably within the SAR
safety limits for multislice imaging with extended slice
coverage. The tilting also caused an increase in gradient
amplitudes, mostly due to the usage of w2> 1. Still, the
tilted gradient waveforms were well below the typical 40
mT/m hardware limit. In this study, to ensure that the
slew rate limits (SRmax) are not exceeded, the gradient
waveforms before tilting were designed using a lower
slew rate that satisfied SR’max < SRmax=w2.
One potential limitation of the technique is that there
may not be a u that satisfies Eq. [7] for relatively small
slice thicknesses. In such cases, the proposed approach
can be modified to design an effective tilted 2DRF. For
example, a tilted RF pulse for a thicker slice that yields
a solution for u can first be designed. The SS gradients
could then be scaled upward to shrink the resulting 2D
excitation profile to yield a thinner slice. For these cases,
hardware limits on maximum gradient strength may
need to be carefully considered in the design. Demon-
strating the effectiveness of this alternative solution
remains a future work.
FIG. 6. Simulation results for robustness of the 2D excitation profile against off-resonance. (a-b) The mainlobes of the 2D excitation pro-
files for Df¼0 Hz (i.e., on-resonance profile) and Df¼64 Hz. Due to their long durations, the excitation profiles experience a spatial shift
along the blipped gradient direction in the case of off-resonance. (c-d) The original 2DRF profile shifts along the slice direction only,
whereas tilted 2DRF profile shifts along the tilted axis (i.e., simultaneous shift along the slice and slab directions). This effect has a linear
dependence on frequency offset. 2D, two-dimensional; 2DRF, two-dimensional radiofrequency.
FIG. 7. Overall effect of off-resonance on signal level, considering both the excitation and the refocusing profiles. (a) The effective slice
profiles after applying the 2DRF and 180

RF pulses at 64 Hz off-resonance (the effective profile for Df¼0 Hz case given as a reference).
(b) Effective slice center shift as a function of off-resonance, and (c) The overall signal level is computed by integrating over the effec-
tive slice profile, normalized by the on-resonant signal level. The signal levels for the tilted 2DRF and original 2DRF cases are at 86%
vs. 83% at Df¼64 Hz. 2DRF, two-dimensional radiofrequency; RF, radiofrequency.
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As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the tilted 2DRF pulse
displays slightly improved off-resonance robustness
when compared to the original 2DRF pulse. This result
cannot be generalized, however, because the comparison
depends heavily on the exact parameters of the two
pulses. More generally, we can claim that the tilted
2DRF pulse is comparable to the original 2DRF pulse in
terms of off-resonance sensitivity.
It should be noted that the fat-suppression capability
of the proposed method is a direct result of the off-
resonance–induced signal loss; whereas 64 Hz off-
resonance causes the signal to drop to 86% (see Fig. 7),
440 Hz chemical shift of fat results in a complete loss of
signal. As mentioned in the Introduction, the tilted
2DRF scheme presented in (23) did not feature a fat-
suppression capability. Consequently, that scheme has
the advantage of being more robust against off-resonance
effects.
Previously, we have proposed alternative approaches
for extending the slice coverage of the original 2DRF
design by using a matched multiband refocusing pulse
to refocus multiple excitation sidelobes simultaneously,
with Hadamard slice encoding (20) or parallel imaging
(27) to resolve the simultaneously excited and refocused
locations. Each method has its own benefits and pitfalls.
The Hadamard-encoding method necessitates multiple
averages and can be prone to motion-induced phase
errors. The parallel imaging method uses coil-sensitivity
information to resolve the simultaneously acquired slices
(28–31), for which the reconstruction quality heavily
depends on acceleration capabilities of the coil in the
slice direction. In contrast, the current work proposes a
modification of the excitation pulse itself and does not
require multiple averages, specialized reconstruction, or
coil with acceleration capabilities in the slice direction.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a scheme of tilting the
excitation plane to eliminate restrictions in slice cover-
age of a 2DRF pulse design for rFOV DWI. This extended
slice coverage is achieved without any scan time penalty.
In contrast to previously presented tilted 2DRF design,
our approach provides a robust fat-suppression capabili-
ty. The feasibility of using this technique for high in-
plane resolution rFOV DWI with large slice coverage has
been shown for in vivo axial DWI of the spinal cord.
Any rFOV DWI application requiring large slice cover-
age, such as axial imaging of the prostate, breast, or
peripheral nerves, will also benefit from the proposed
technique.
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